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Multi-Discipline

Creative Mornings/Baltimore, a free monthly creative lecture series, will use funds to purchase an
LCD projector which will increase flexibility—enabling them to reach wider and more diverse
audiences around Baltimore City.

Music

The BaRock Band is receiving funding for a public concert on May 23 in Silver Spring MD,
featuring diverse young artists from across the US to perform beloved classical music
masterpieces of the 18th and 20th centuries.

Arabber Preservation Society Baltimore City

Visual/Media Arts

The Creativity Grant will fund completion of the 4K digital restoration of one of the oldest 16mm
film documentaries on the Arabbers, making available a unique record of Baltimore's diverse and
rich history to students, teachers, libraries and scholars everywhere, while also offering a look at
a solution to the current concerns of employment, entrepreneurship and ever-expanding food
deserts in the city, concerns in 1976 that are even greater today.

Passager

Literary Arts

Passager, Inc., will produce and disseminate Burning Bright, a weekly audio podcast/e-newsletter
program (five to seven minutes long) that highlights Passager writers and their work.

Dance

Funding will support MAD Dance's “Time Travelers Alight,” a series of four pop-up dance
performances in Hagerstown’s City Park, on the Cultural Trail, and within the Arts &
Entertainment District, integrating modern/post-modern dance, improvisation, costume, and
original music.

CreativeMornings/Baltimore

Tatiana Chulochnikova

Baltimore City

Montgomery

Baltimore City

Kitty Clark

Washington

Pablo de Oliveira

The Creativity Grant will support the development and recording of original music for the new
show Performing Otherness: Ainihi & Alteridade, a dance and music project which examines
ainihi (“identity” in Hausa) and alteridade (“otherness” in Portuguese) in Nigerian and Brazilian
Prince George's Folk and Traditional Arts carnival traditions.

Smith Island United

Somerset

Alice Ferguson Foundation

Prince George's Theatre

Funding will support direct cost expenses, including royalties and scripts, reimbursements, the
maintenance of the theater space, replacement of stage items, and other upkeep expenses.

Baltimore City

Youth Voices for Consent (YVC), a youth-led platform for artistic solutions to end sexual violence,
will premier a short film and engage with other young people and families in Baltimore City by
hosting a Youth Summit.

Maia Owen

Arts Services

Multi-Discipline

Funding will support a boat to transport artists to Smith Island, festival music, a photo contest with
prizes, and other festival expenses.

